Interpretation of retrieved results is an important issue in music recommender systems, particularly from a user perspective. In this study, we investigate the methods for providing interpretability of content features using self-attention. We extract lyric features with the self-attentive genre classification model trained on 140,000 tracks of lyrics. Likewise, we extract acoustic features using the acoustic model with self-attention trained on 120,000 tracks of acoustic signals. The experimental results show that the proposed methods provide the characteristics that are interpretable in terms of both lyrical and musical contents. We demonstrate this by visualizing the attention weights, and by presenting the most similar songs found using lyric or audio features.
INTRODUCTION
In terms of real world applications, it is important to provide explainable recommendation. Explanations may show how the system works or help users make an informed choice [4] . Providing explanations usually build user's trust in recommender system and it's results. In order to extract features, many existing systems in content-based music recommendation use music classification which is an well-researched task in Music Information Retrieval. However, extracted features from these methods only provide highlevel explanation (e.g., similar artist or style).
The focus of this paper is a methods for low-level explanation of recommendation results (e.g., certain words of lyric reflecting genre, important part of acoustic signal reflecting genre). In order to extract explainable content features self-attention architecture is used with genre classification. [5] extract attention weights of lyric using hierarchical attention networks which hierarchically attend segments, lines and words. However, it is more reasonable Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). LBRS@RecSys '18, Vancouver, Canada, October, 2018 © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). to provide entire song-level explanation to users. [2] propose a selfattention network for sentence embedding, visualizing important words or phases using attention weights. Inspiring this work, we formulate entire song-level self-attentive genre classification task using two different dataset (Lyric and Audio) respectively.
DATASET
Since there is no large lyric dataset which is publicly available, we use dataset * collected from MetroLyrics which has lyrics database featuring 1,000,000+ song lyrics from 20,000 artists. This consist of single label with 10 genre classes. We use subset of Top MAGD dataset † as Audio dataset. This also consist of single label with 13 genre classes. We reject the lyrics whose length is less than 70 words and the audio less than 30 seconds.
SELF-ATTENTION ARCHITECTURE
The entire framework of the model is illustrated in Figure 1 . Unlike previous research, we use pre-trained embedding rather than index of word dictionary as input to the model. The song lyrics are split into words and they are represented as a 500 by 128 matrix using pre-trained Word2Vec model [3] . To change the task into an entire song-level task, we set the word length to 500 with zero padding for lyrics less than 500 words. The 30 seconds of audio signals are converted to mel-spectrograms and they are represented as a 30 (length of signals sliced by 1 seconds) by 128 matrix using pre-trained Vggish model [1] . Given outputs of BiLSTM H , the attention can be formulated as Seungjin Lee, Juheon Lee, and Kyogu Lee
W s1 and W s2 are learned by the model after random initialization and the shape of these parameter matrix is hyperparameter except for input length. Matrix M is flattened for genre classification and attention matrix A is used for visualization of words or sliced audio signals. After training, outputs include content embedding with 2,000 dimensions and attention weights. In order to visualize attention weights, we set condition as in (3). 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As a result of visualizing attention weights of lyrics, there is a tendency to focus on words that have an important role in genre classification. Figure 2 shows the visualization of attention weights of lyrics in hip-hop genres. In this case, the model focus on strong and aggressive words such as slang. The model also attend to "rhyme" which is interesting features of hip-hop music. In addition, the metal genre tend to concentrate on aggressive but religious words related to good and evil. Visualization of the attention weights of acoustic signals show a tendency to focus on the beginning of vocal. Figure  3 shows the visualization of attention weights of acoustic signals. in the case of "fix you" of Coldplay, singing start from 13 to 14 seconds. In the case of song of Benediction which has strong metal sound from the beginning, Figure 3 shows that there is a strong attention from the beginning. This may be related to the fact that the pre-trained dataset for Vggish model include diverse speech and instrument data. We explore similar song with query using extracted content features. Figure 4 shows the results of top 4 similar songs with query. Retrieved similar songs from lyrics include cover songs, an important word of lyrics and mood of lyrics. An important word in "trouble" of Coldplay is a "spider", and "spidersong" is retrieved as similar song. Even though the title is not trained, songs with the same title are retrieved such as "trouble" of Lisa Germano. Retrieved similar songs from acoustic signals include similar genre, similar artists and similar vocal timbre. "Don't stop the music" of Rihanna is exciting dance music with female vocal sound, and the dance music with female vocal sound is retrieved as similar songs of Rihanna's music.
CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we extract content features using self-attentive genre classification, and explore extracted features and attention weights. We indicate acoustic signals are as good features as lyrics in terms of interpretation, and both of them reflect the details that they do not reflect each other. We will further investigate the performance with same dataset of lyric and audio, and compare two modalities in terms of recommendation. Furthermore, we will examine the feasibility of explainable recommendation in real-world applications.
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